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About This Game

A sinister force now controls the city of Neutropolis. A once-thriving city full of beauty and light, Neutropolis has been reduced
to a a stagnant pit of apathy. As Kent Knutson, a shameless dreamer and one of Neutropolis' most awkward citizens, you have
been imprisoned for a week and are now under home arrest for that most sinister of crimes: whistling in public. You must get

out of your home and explore the vast city of Neutropolis and solve the riddle of a nation’s apathy. Point and click with the
unique voodoo doll interface and be rewarded by motion capture sequences as you gather clues and solve puzzles. Chuckle at the

bizarre plot and chew carpet while your brain wraps itself around puzzles that are greater than the sum of their parts. If you
manage to understand the mystery that shrouds Neutropolis, you're only halfway there...

Why is the city so controlled? Why does the most successful company in town make furniture? Why can't penguins fly? Who is
Brian Deluge? How can you solve the riddle of the mystery of the clue of the puzzle that shrouds Neutropolis?

Features:

Explore the incredibly detailed city of Neutropolis that is anything but a normal place

Amble freely through unique and surreal locations made with impressive attention to detail

Challenging puzzles with multiple and sometimes twisted and bizarre, solutions
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